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Notes to Authors
Dear Author,
We would like to thank you for submitting an article to the Journal for International Law of Peace and
Armed Conflict. To insure timely publication, we ask you to implement the following style guide.
Instructions for Articles:
Please provide your contact details (home address) for your author’s copy.
Formal Requirements






An article should not exceed 6,000 words (without footnotes). If you can’t meet the criteria, please contact the
editorial office.
Provide two abstracts:
 each containing 150 words,
 in English and in German,
 Layout: Courier New, 12pt, single-spaced, justified,
Please provide biographic data (academic title, official position and place) in an asterisk footnote after your name.
Write out abbreviations at first mention.

Layout







Hyphenation / pagination: none.
Margin: 2 cm each.
Courier New, 1,5-spaced, justified,
 title: 16pt, bold,
 author’s name (given name and surname): 14pt, bold,
 headlines of the chapters: 12pt, bold – classification of chapters: 1 / 1.1 / 1.1.2,
 text: 12pt.
Foreign expressions: mark by apostrophe,
Latin expressions: italic notion.

Footnotes




Formatting: no endnotes; Courier New, 10pt, single-spaced, justified, full stop at the end.
Footnotes are separated by semicolons.
Up to three authors of a work are listed by name and are separated by slashes. Four and more authors: Only the
first is given with the addendum et al.

Additional Instructions for Conference Papers / Book Reviews / Judgement Reviews:
Formal Requirements



An article should not exceed 1,300 words. If you can’t meet the criteria, please contact the editorial office.
Please provide biographic data (academic title, official position, and place) in an asterisk footnote after your name.

Book Review


Title: given name, surname, title, edition, publisher, place year, pages, price.

Source

Citation Method

Example

Monograph / textbook

A. Surname, title, ed., place year, page.

Edited volume

A. Surname, title, in: A. Surname (ed.),
title, ed., place year, page.

Paper / journal arcticle

A. Surname, title, in: Journal Volume
(no.) (year), page.

UN-Document

UN organ / author, Titel, UN-Doc.,
Datum.

Court ruling

Court, name of the case, source, date,
page.

Internet source

A. Surname / editor / institution, title,
link (date of access only once).

Treaty

Official title (short title), source (UNTS,
BGBl etc.), page.

Consecutive reference to the
same source and same page(s)
Consecutive reference to the
same source but different
page(s)
Subsequent reference to the
same source

Ibid.

P. Thielbörger, The Right(s) to
Water, Berlin / Heidelberg 2014, pp.
7-14.
H.-J. Heintze, Terrorism and
Asymmetric Conflicts – A Role for
the Martens Clause?, in: T. Giegerich
(Hrsg.), A Wiser Century?, Berlin
2009, pp. 429 ff.
H.-J. Heintze,
Befreiungsbewegungen im
Humanitären Völkerrecht, in:
Humanitäres Völkerrecht –
Informationsschriften 26 (1) (2013),
p. 29.
UNGA, Resolution 55/2, UNDoc. A/RES/55/2, 18 September
2000.
International Court of Justice,
Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project, 25
September 1997, I.C.J. Reports 1997,
p. 7.
United Nations, Humanitäre Hilfe,
http://www.un.org/en/sections/prior
ities/humanitarian-assistance/
(accessed on 15.09.2015).
Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, 1155 UNTS 331.
Ibid.

Id., page.

Id., p. 12.

A. Surname, supra note no., page.

P. Thielbörger, supra note 1, p. 7.

